
 

 

SISLEY SPRING SUMMER 2022 

 

The essential, modern style of a brand that loves the city 

even in summer.  

Nature and creative recycling.  

 

 

WOMAN  

 

Summer lovin’ and leisure wear, more urban apparel and romantic 

appeal: Sisley’s SS22 is designed  with a focus on sustainability 

and natural yarns. 

We start with a luminous, summery look as refreshing as the sea. 

For SS22 Sisley has created a wardrobe of fluid, A-line dresses 

with geometric patterns inspired by decorations created by some of 

the great names in Italian Fifties design – first and foremost, 

Gio Ponti – where the gleam of satin evokes the glossy effect of 

ceramics.  

Symphonies in blue, but “blue jeans” this time, with Sisley’s 

sustainable denim. “Used” jeans are shredded and the fibres respun 

and blended with eco-sustainable viscose to create new pieces with 

a mix and match of nuances and sheen. Brand new jeans, on the 

other hand, are also eco-friendly, made in accordance with the 

latest standards of water consumption. Another reason to love the 

slightly cropped style featuring pleats, a cinched waist and 

relaxed fit around the hips. 

The luxury version sweatshirt is structured with an oversize fit, 

almost as voluminous as a shirt. Available in cady and stretch 

jersey, this versatile piece pairs equally well with casual or 

more sophisticated looks. Colours are organic, from nude to camel, 

ideal to combine with honey or cognac colour faux leather pieces. 

 

For fans of a more romantic style, Sisley presents its "Rive 

Gauche forever" allure. The chain belt and “classic” denim, to be 

worn with few accessories. Essential cult pieces are the 

miniskirt, lace shirt, fringed waistcoat, and striped pullover 

with sparkles. Et voila! The pyjama suit trend continues, with 

fluid cuts and a comfortable fit. The dressing gown jacket can be 

worn cinched at the waist or open, over high-waisted palazzo 

pants. Summer shorts for the first days of vacation are flirty and 

comfortable: loose Bermudas, jackets with three-quarter sleeves 

and dropped shoulders to wear together or paired with cotton 

minidresses with a summer vibe. 

Urban minidresses and caftans, with decorative appliqués or 

tassels, and crochet tunic dresses are a must have, or poplin or 

muslin maxi dresses, with petal hems and bare back, for a graceful 

feminine look. For fans of 90s minimalism, the satin slip dress, 

to style with flat sandals and a mini-bag is another must. For 



lovers of organic yarns, linen features on flared blouses, maxi-

shirts, dresses and pleated Bermuda shorts. Relaxed and textured, 

colours are olive, antique pink and chalk white with a fresh 

appeal and simple ‘Made in Italy’ elegance. 

 

 

MAN  

 

Spring-Summer for the Sisley man means well-cut pieces in natural 

or technical materials. We’re talking about innate elegance, 

without tears, patches, vivid colors or a mix of styles. The use 

of interlock, crease-resistant, light and bi-stretch technical 

fabrics or neoprene, works perfectly on sweatshirts, sailing-style 

field jackets, striped sweaters and yarn-dyed hoodies. 

It is a modern identity well suited to lovers of Sisley, a brand 

that - not coincidentally - has always been devoted to freedom.  

A freedom which also finds expression in the rainproof parka, 

inspired by an old Sisley advertising campaign. Reinterpreting an 

iconic piece of the brand’s old school wardrobe for today’s man, 

the Sisley style office has given it a modern twist: in organic 

cotton twill with an easy fit, it represents relaxed elegance 3.0. 

The same mood for city jackets, to be worn for work or leisure 

time, in line with those sartorial diktats that require a certain 

"decorum" even when it’s hot. Unlined, deconstructed, in linen or 

cotton blends, in navy blue, eggshell, pinstripe and pearl grey, 

these very light jackets can be worn either coordinated with 

matching pants or mixed with blue jeans. 

In terms of outerwear, the military field jacket in cotton drill 

or chambray denim with utility pocket is the season’s must-have. 

Sisley’s men’s fashion also focuses on linen, a natural, 

breathable fibre synonymous with a summer vibe: the shirts with 

small collars, printed or in shades of dove-grey or light blue, 

are particularly attractive. Indispensable for an easy-going 

attitude are bowling shirts, with jungle prints or shacket (half 

jacket/half shirt) style. Finally, classic polo shirts in piqué or 

structured jersey give a touch of casual smartness. Pair them with 

chinos or linen Bermuda shorts, with a simple leather belt. It 

doesn't take much, it's Sisley. 

 

sisley.com instagram.com/sisley_fashion 
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